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1 Introduction 

Between 1982 and 1995, the US switched from having dallar denominated 
assets equivalent to 1 % of its income to having dollar denominated debts that 
ascended to 21 % of national income. On the other hand, between 1983 and 
1994 Japan's net accumulation of long term bonds denominated in foreign 
Clll'rency added up to 26% of its 1994 income. Many developing countries 
have large externa! debts denominated in foreign cw-rencies. For example, 
in the 1980's the debt-income ratio in Latin America was about 60%, while 
in Sub-Saharan Africa that number climbed to just under 75% in 1995. In 
such environments, the real value of initial cross-border nominal assets may 
have a significant effect on the international distribution of real wealth that 
is akin to the real balance effect (Pigou, 1943, and Patinkin, 1965). 

The plll'pose of the present study is to investigate the nature of this in
ternational redistributive effect, in particular to characterize the equilibrium 
response to an unexpected monetary shock in the standard framework of 
monetary models with infinitely-lived consumers that use money to econo
mize on transaction costs (Sidrauski, 1967, and Brock, 1974). This frame
work, in which money is neutral in the absence of cross-border holdings of 
nominal assets, is suitable for highlighting two important featlll'es of the 
initial cross-border holdings of nominal assets. That is, (i) they provide a 
channel through which the neutrality of money may break clown, and (ii) 
they bring a country's domestic real wealth and absolute price level under 
the influence of foreign economic factors , in particular, of foreign monetary 
policy. These featmes have not yet been examined in a dynamic general 
equilibrium model of international finance. 1 

Although om· model is a natlll'al extension of the standard model, it is 
new in that it incorporates international nominal assets positions explicitly. 
Recently, there has been a renewed interest in the literatUl'e on monetary 
economics to examine the role of nominal bonds in models with dynamically 
optimizing agents. We follow this new trend by extending the closed-economy 
model of ·woodford (1995) to a two-country framework. Like most studies 
of monetary economies with infinitely-lived consumers, we adopt a rather 
simple model, which enables us to explicitly capture the most fundamental 
equilibrium effect of a monetary policy change. 

1 As a dynamic general equilibriwn trcatment of international financia! issues, our study 
follows the linc of rcsearch originating from such studies as Stockman (1980), Obstfeld 
(1981), Calvo (1982) and Lucas (1982). 
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Despite the model's simplicity, the overall effect of an unexpected mone
tary shock is fairly complicated. vVe explain it by decomposing it into two: 
(i) the direct effect of an unexpected domestic monetary expansion is to re
clistribute wealth in favor of the country with liabilities clenominatecl in the 
clomestic currency and (ii) the indirect (feedback) effect that arises because 
the initial redistribution of wealth induces a change in the foreign price level 
that will further redistribute wealth if nominal assets denominated in the for
eign currency are also held across the border. vVe show that for reasonable 
levels of initial cross-border asset holdings the clirect effect dominates2. 

The dominant direct effect can be further decomposed into its domestic 
part and its spill-over effect on the foreign country. vVhile each of these 
components can be given a simple intuitive explanation, the total effect is 
again complicated and. in sorne cases, quite surprising. One such effect 
appears in the response of the exchange rate to an unexpected monetary 
shock. In our model, for example, a "rich" nation's unexpecte<l monetary 
expansion, even if it has a minor domestic effect , can cause a significantly 
large appreciation of the exchange rate of a poor nation if the poor nation 
hol<ls initial nominal liabilities denominated in the rich nation's currency. 3 

This result may cast new light on the observecl instability in the exchange 
rates of highly indebted developing countries. 

Another interesting finding, which has not been captmed in the existing 
literature, is that the depreciation of the domestic cmrency will permanently 
shift the current account in the deficit direction for domestic-cmrency debtors 
and in the surplus direction for cre<litors. Given the current US international 
asset position: this implies that, contrary to the elasticities approach, a de
preciation of the US dollar should increase the US current account deficit an<l 
reduce that of the rest of the world. Thus, this effect may help to explain 
why empírica! tests of the elasticities approach (Rose and Yellen, 1989) fail 
to uncover a statistically significant relationship between exchange rates and 
the current account. 4 

2 Whcn thc feedback effect outweighs the direct cffcct it is possible for an unexpccted 
domcstic monctary expansion to redistributc wealth in favor of the country with assets 
clcnominated in the home currcncy. Such a situation arises if both countrics have asscts 
dcnominated in their own currency that exceed the present value of their consumption. 

3 In the less realis tic case of the poor nation's holding initial nominal credits (cleonom
inated in the rich nation's currency), om· model demonstrates an even more paradoxical 
possibility that thc rich nation's monetary expansion gives rise to an appreciation of its 
currency against thc poor nation's currcncy. 

4Sticky prices may be another factor contributing the elusiveness of the empírica! re-
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The real effect of a monetary shock that om model captures may be 
attributed to the debt revaluation effect of an unexpected monetary shock, 
i.e., to the fact that an expected monetary shock affects the real value of 
initial debts by changing the absolute price level. The debt revaluation effect 
has been extensively studied in the Mundell.:.Fleming model (Boyer, 1977, 
Rodriguez: 1979, and Frenkel and Razin, 1987).5 Those studies conclude that 
the direct debt revaluation effect of a monetary policy change is transitory6 

and that money is neutral in the long run. The sharp contrast between this 
conclusion and oms is attributable to the fact that consumers are assumed 
to seek to attain a target level of wealth in the Mundell-Fleming model (as 
summarized in Frenkel and Razin, 1987), whereas consumers' decisions are 
derived from dynamic optimization in om model. 

Modern general equilibrium treatments of the transfers in international 
wealth that the revaluation of internationally traded nominal assets generates 
can be found in Helpman and Razin (1982), Svensson (1989), Neumeyer 
(1993) and Kim (1996). Those studies focus on the role of nominal secmities 
as insurance devices in economies where asset markets are incomplete. 

2 The Model 

Take a two-country monetary economy where there is a single perishable 
commodity. Call the countries H and F. Let Pt and p; be the (nominal) 
prices of the consumption good in period t in countries H and F, respectively. 
Denote by et the exchange rate in period t. Since the good is freely traded, 
the purchasing power parity condition holds, i.e., for t = O, 1, ... , 

(1) 

lation between cxchange ratos and the current account. Dynamic two country general 
equilibrium monctary models with pre-set priccs, but no cross-border nominal asset hold
ings, predict thc same statistical relation between cxchange rates and the current account 
as our model (Obstfeld and Rogoff, 1995). 

5 Also see Henderson and Rogoff (1982), who trcat a similar issue in a dynamic 
framework. 

61n Rodriguez (1979) debt revaluations have a long-run indirect effect duc to the impact 
of transitory current account imbalances on the long-run asset position of a cow1try. 
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2.1 Consumers 

The preferences of both country's consumers are representecl by a single 
utility function. Denote this utility function by U = I:::o fitu ( Ct, mt) , where 
Ct is the consumption in periocl t and where mt, = 1\lft/Pt denotes the real 
money balances demanded at the end of period t.7 (Later, we will aclopt a 
specific form of utility function in order to obtain a closed-form equilibrium 
in a two-country model. In presenting the basic structure of our model , 
however, it is more convenient to write preferences in a general form.) 

At the end of each period, the representative consumer can hold wealth in 
three types of nominal assets: H's currency denominated bonds (BHt), F's 
currency denominated bonds (BFt) and H's currency (Mt), Let it- l and i;_1 
be the nominal interest rates earned on H's currency bonds and F 's currency 
bonds, respectively. The value of assets at the beginning of period t is 

(2) 

The flow budget constraint faced by the representative consumer is, for 
t = o, 1, ... , 

(3) 

where Tt represents the lump-sum ta.,xes levied by the government and Yt is 
the income received by consumers at each moment of time. Assume that the 
sequence of outputs Yt is exogenously given and uniformly bounded in t, and 
that the government is required to set values of its policy variables in such a 
way that taxes Tt are uniformly bounded in t. 

In the present setting, in which there is perfect foresight and in which 
bonds are freely traded internationally, H's currency bonds and F's currency 
bonds are perfect substitutes. Despite this, it is convenient to explicitly 
distinguish two currency bonds, B Ht and B Ft, so as to capture the e.ffects 
that may appear from the initial asset holdings, BH,-i and BF,-t, that are 
given. The perfect substitutability of domestic and foreign bonds implies the 
interest rate parity condition, i.e., 

1 + . _ (l + '*) et+l 1.t - 1,t --, 
et 

(4) 

7This utility function is of the type introduced by Sidrauski (1967) and Brock (1974). 
Thc inclusion of real money balances in the utility function is meant to capture the value 
of resources (time) that are economized by the use of moncy as a medium of exchange. 
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for t = O, 1, . .. The real interest rates rt and 1·; can be defined by 

1 + it = (1 + rt)Pt+l and 1 + i; = (1 + r;)Pt!i . 
Pt Pt 

By (1) and (4) , it must hold, for any t, that 

(5) 

(6) 

By using (2), ( 4) and (5), the fl.ow budget constraint , (3) , can be rewritten 
as 

-- = (1 + rt) - + Yt - Ct - Tt - bt-
At+ l [ At j\¡ft] 

~+1 ~ ~ 
(7) 

for t = O, 1, ... , where bt - i+i,. - 1 - -1!.L 1+1 
. In addition to the fl.ow 

tt Pt+l rt 

budget constraint, the consumer is assumed to face a sequence of borrowing 
constraints that prevents its debt ( - At) from exceeding the present value of 
their futme disposable income, i.e. , 

A 
00 ( S ) t+l 1 - 2: - ~ rr - - (Yt+. - Tt+··) 

P ~ l+r 1 1 
t+l s=O j=l j 

(8) 

for t = O, 1, 2, . . . The infinite sum on the right-hand side of this condition is 

well defined under the condition ¿:0 ( TI!~ 1~,..) < oo. 

Given t and sequence Xt+s, s = o, 1, 2, ... , let Xt = L:o ( n;:~ l+~t+j) Xt+si 

that is, -:-- is the operator taking the present discounted value. Define the real 
wealth at date t as 

At _ _ 
Wt = - + Yt - T t. 

Pt 
(9) 

It is assumed that at time t = -1 asset holdings are such that w0 > O. The 
fiow budget constraints (7) can then be transformed into one intertemporal 
budget constraint, with the aid of the borrowing constraints (8), as follows: 

(10) 

As constraint (10) shows, bt represents the opportunity cost of holding money. 
This opportunity cost can be called the nominal ( current} rental price of 
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money at date t .8 In this sense, Dtlvft may be thought of as the (nominal) 
ex7;enditure on money. 

In summary, for each t, the consumer's behavior can be expressed as 

CX) 

{cs,ms}:t=arg m~ ¿fJ9 u(~s,µ~) subjectto(lü). (11) 
{,;.,µ.} •=t2'.0 s=t 

The consumer's optimization problem over the entire time horizon is de
scribed by (11) with t = O. 

2.2 Government 

Let 1\llf be the monetary liabilities of H's government (money supply) and 
B¡.¡t and Bit be its non-monetary liabilities denominated in the cmrencies 
of H and F , respectively.9 The total debt of H's government is 

(12) 

Let 9t be the government's consumption, which is assumed to be uniformly 
bounded in t . The government's flow budget constraint is 

(13) 

for t = O, 1, .... In the same manner as the consumer's flow budget constraint, 
this can be transformed into 

Df+1 (Df 1\1f) - - = - + 9t - rt - Dt - (1 + rt) 
Pt+i Pt Pt 

(14) 

for t = O, 1, ... Observe that the term Dtivlf represents the government's 
revenues from supplying money, i.e., its seignorage. 

3This fact is more clearly shown by transforming (10) in nominal terms into 

by using (5). 
9 Notice that we allow a government to issue debt denominated in a foreign currency. 
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vVe assume that the government is required to satisfy an intertemporal 
budget constraint similar to that of the consumer , which is10 

Dg 
00 (s-t 1 ) ( Mg ) 

_t = ¿ rr 1 + , . 7"t+s - 9t+s + Ót+s~ . 
Pt s=O j=O 1 t+J Pt+s 

(15) 

Following vVoodford (1995), moreover, we assume that the government sets 
its supply of bonds in such a way that their present value falls to zero in the 
infinite futme11

. 

lim -- H T + FT = O. 
(

T - I 1 ) (Bg Bg ) 
T-+oo g 1 + Tt Pr Pr (16) 

2.3 Market Clearing 

The behavior of country F 's representative consumer and its government are 
analogous to that of the domestic ones. vVe denote F's consumer's decision 
variables with the superscript * and F 's government's policy variables with 
the superscript 9 • . There are fom markets: the markets for H's money, for 
F 's money, for goods and for bonds. Assume that at date O the total assets of 
the private sector equal the overall liabilities of the domestic and the foreign 
governments, i.e. , 

(17) 

10 An alternativc assumption, that in equilibrium implies (15) is to assume that the 
government is rcquired not to !et thc real value of the government's lending, - Df!Pt, 
grow to infinity, ·i.e., that therc is an l\' > O such that 

Dg 
_t > -l\' 
Pt 

for any t = O, 1, .... This assumption implics that the present value of total government 
dcbt as t -> oo is non-positive and is a surrogate for an optimizing government. For 
simplicity we assume (15). 

11 A suuficient condition for (16) is a tax rule of the form 

for sorne,> O, where the government raises enough tax revenue to rcpay part of its debt 
every pcriod. 
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The market clearing conditions of the world economy can be described 
by the money market clearing conditions in the respective countries and the 
goods market clearing condition, which can be written, for t = O, 1, ... , as 
follows. 

lVÍt = JVÍ[ i (18) 

(19) 

(20) 

Once these conditions are satisfied, given (17), the markets for bonds are 
cleared at every t. By (17) together with the consumer's and government's 
budget constraints (7) and (14), Walras's law means that At + etA; = Df + 
etDf for t = O, 1, ... It follows from (18) and (19) that this condition is 
equivalent to the bonds market clearing condition 

BHt + etBFt + B';.¡t + etB;t = B¡u + etBit + Br;t + etB}:. (21) 

3 Equilibrium 

In an equilibrium, the representative consumer takes an optima! plan of con
sumption and money holding, solving the optimization problem (11), and the 
markets for goods and each country's money are cleared. Each government 
must set its policy variables in such a way that constraints (14): (15) and 
(16) are satisfied. 

In the present setting, a government can control two types of independent 
policy instruments. vVe choose these independent policy instruments to be 
the streams of levels of government consumption, {gt}~ and {g;}~0, which 
represent fiscal policies, and the sequences of money supplies, {lvít} ~o and 
{ Nlt} ~o, which represent monetary policies. 

Once values of these policy instruments are set, all the other variables 
are determined endogenously. It is convenient to think of the stream of real 
interest rates {rt}~0 to be determined in the market for goods and those 
of the two countries' price levels {Po} and {p;} ~ to be determined in the 
respective country's money markets. Given the equilibrium values of real 
interest rates and price levels, nominal interest rates and exchange rates 
follow from the interest rate parity and pmchasing power parity conditions, 
(4) and (1). 
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3.1 Consumer Behavior 

In order to obtain a closed-form equilibrium, we adopt the specific forros of 
utility functions: u(Ct,rrit) = lnCt +,lnmt and -u*(c;,m;) = lnc; +,lnm;. 
Given these utility function, it follows from the-first order conditions of the 
consumer's optimization problem (11) that the demands for goods and money 
can be written as follows: 

l - f3 
Ct = --Wtj 

1+, 

,(1 - {J) Wt 
1'nt = 1 +; Ót. 

(22) 

(23) 

Consumers allocate the proportion 1 / 1 +; of their permanent income ( 1 - /3) Wt 

to consumption and the proportion ,/1 +, to liquidity services. 
By using (22) , (23) and (9), the flow budget constraint (7) can be rewrit

ten as 

(24) 

Since, by (24), Wt+s = (35 rr;:¿(1 + 1't+s)Wt, by (22) and (23), the sums of 
present values of consumptions and those of services from money can be 
expressed as follows. 

~ 1 
Ct = --Wtj 

1+; 
(25) 

(26) 

Since, in equilibrium, the intertemporal budget constraint (10) must hold 
with equality: the following transversality condition holds. 

lim (rr -1-) Ar+i = O. 
T-+oo t = O 1 + 7't PT+i 

(27) 

Country F's demands for goods and money, e; and m;, the time path of 
wealth w;+l, and the transversality condition can be expressed in a similar 
manner. 
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3.2 Interest Rates and Inflation Rates 

Once the streams of government consumptions, {gt} and {g;}, are set, the 
goods market clearing conditions determine the stream of equilibrium real 
interest rates. To demonstrate this, note (ct+L +. c;+1)/(Ct + e;) = /3(1 + rt), 
which follows from rt = r;, (22) and (24). By this equality, (20) implies 

1 + ,,. = _-1: Yt+i + Y;+ 1 - gt+ 1 - g;+ 1 

t J3 * * Yt + Yt - gt - gt 
(28) 

for t = O, 1, ... This shows that, as in the standard model with no initial 
cross-border nominal asset holdings, real interest rates depend on the fiscal 
policies of both countries but not on their monetary policies. 

The inflation rate of a country depends on the monetary policy of that 
country but not on that of the foreign cotmtry. In order to demonstrate this 
fact, it is convenient first to determine the opportunity cost of holding money, 
which is also independent of the monetary policy of the foreign country. For 
the sake of discussion, take country H . By rewriting (23) as a difference 
equation in 111,t and solving it forwards, the money market clearing conditions, 
JIIÍt = 1\!l¡,9 for t = O, 1, 2, ... , can be transformed into 

lv/¿9 _ -y(l - /3) ~ ¡3s ( srr- L 1 ) 
- - Wt L..,¡ g ' 
Pt 1 + 'Y s=O i=O 1 + µt+j 

(29) 

where µf = 1víf+L/i\lí¡ - l (see the Appendix for derivation).12 It follows from 
(23) and (29) that, in equilibrium, the opportunity cost of holding money, 
Ót, is 

Ót = 11 I: (Js IT 1 g • 
oo (s-1 ) 

s=O j=O l + µt+j 
(30) 

This expression demonstrates that the opportunity cost of holding money 
in a country is determined completely by that country's monetary policy, 
or more precisely, the choice of a stream of growth rates of money supply, 
{µ~}~o-

Once the opportunity cost of holding money, { 8t}~0 , is determined in 
H's money market, the inflation rate of country H is determined by the 

12Note that in order for this condition to be well defined, we need to assume that 
f1J,:¿ 1/(1 + µz+l+i) is uniformly bounded in s. 
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interaction of the monetary and real sides of country H's economy only. 
That is, it follows from (23) , (24) and (28) that 

Pt+ 1 = ( l + 9 ) Ót+ 1 Yt + y; - 9t - g; 
µt ó + * * Pt t Yt+l Yt+l - 9t+l - 9t+i 

(31) 

This demonstrates that if the growth rate of money supply is kept constant, 
i.e., if µf = µ9 for all t, the inflation rate will be equal to the difference 
between the rate of growth of money supply, µ9 , and the rate of growth of 
"net output" (i.e., gross output minus government consumption); if µf is 
kept constant over time, so is Ót , Temporary changes in monetary policy that 
affect Ót but not Ót+i will also affect the rate of inflation. 

Equilibrium nominal interest rates are obtained by substituting 7't and 
Pt+i/Pt for their equilibrium values in the Fisher equations (5), that is, 

1 + Ít = {3- 1 (1 + ~) Ót+l 
Ót 

(32) 

Country F's opportunity cost of holding money, { ó;}~0, and its inflation 
rate, {Pt+1/p;}~, are determined analogously. Interest rates and inflation 
rates are independent of the initial cross border holdings of nominal assets 
and of foreign monetary policy. 

3.3 Simultaneous Determination of an International 
Equilibrium 

In the present model; as shown above, all the real variables can be represented 
by period-0 real wealth levels w0 and w0 whereas all the nominal variables can 
be represented by period-0 absolute price levels Po and p0. Among them, p0 

and Wo are the domestic variables whereas Po and Wo are the foreign variables. 
An important feature of our model is that these variables interact with 

each other. In other words, the nominal and real variables are not di
chotomized, nor are the domestic and foreign variables. In order to char
acterize the interaction of variables, denote M = ó01vf8 and M* = ó0M{. 
Then, country H's money market clearing condition can be written, by using 
(29) and (30), as 

r ~ = ,(l - {J)Wo, 

Uº 1+, 
(33) 
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For the foreign country, similarly, we have 

[ ~ • ~ -y(! - /1) w• 
Po 1 +, o 

(34) 

By lvl0 = lvl8 , (15) implies r 0 = ~ + g0 - (~). Thus, by (26) and the 
definitions of Ao and Dg: we may transform (9) into 

( ) (
Ho Fo ~ ~) wo = 1 +, - + -; + Yo - 9o , 
Po Po 

(35) 

where Ho = (1 + L1) (BH,-1 - B¡.¡
1

_ 1) and Fo = (1 + i~1) (BF,-t - B},_1) 

are the domestic and foreign currency components of the home country's 
consumers' total net assets. Similarly, w0 can be expressed as 

* ( ) ( Ho Fó -. ~ ) Wo = 1 +, - + -* + Yo - 9o , 
Po Po 

(36) 

where Ho = (1 + L i) ( BH,-1 - BJ;,-l) and Fó = (1 + i~1) ( BF,-1 - Bi~-1) . 
Since the governmental supply of each country's currency bonds must be 
equal to the prívate demand for them in any period, we may assume 

H0 + H; = O and Fo + F; = O. (37) 

Equations (33) , (34) , (35) and (36) are an equilibrium system, which 
determines the price levels and real wealth levels, Po, Po, wo and w0. The 
other variables can be treated as exogenous variables. By (30), M = ó0NJ8 
and M * = ó0M{ can be expressed as 

g g • 

M = 1vf O * 1\110 
""'C() 13s n s-1 l and M = C() s s - 1 _1 _ 
L.,s=O j=O 1+µ 11 ¿ s=O /3 n j=O l+µg • 

) J 

(38) 

This demonstrates that, in the above system, M and M* contain all the 
information (relevant for the determination of period-0 real wealth levels and 
absolute prices) about a country's monetary policy, which can be captured 
by the period-0 money supply, M8 and 1\1.f{ , and the streams of growth rates 
of future money supply, {µ.f} and {µf} . 
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3.4 Real Wealth, Absolute Prices and the Exchange 
Rate 

As the above equilibrium system indicates, the initial cross-border holdings of 
nominal assets have two important effects. That-is, (i) they provide a channel 
through which the neutrality of money may break down, and (ii) they bring 
a country's domestic real wealth and absolute price under the influence of 
foreign economic factors, in particular, of foreign monetary policy. 

In order to characterize these effects of nominal assets, it is useful to 
compare the equilibrium of our model with that which would hold in the 
autarky case. The autarky equilibrium for, say, country H can be obtained 
by setting H0 = Fó = O in (33) and (35). That is, the autarky real wealth 
and price level of H are, respectively, 

wt = (1 + 1) (fío - go) and p; = (l ;;/- - ) , - Yo - 9o 
(39) 

Similarly, for country F, the autarky real wealth and price levels are, respec
tively, 

A· ( ) (........ ......,.) d A* M* 
w0 = 1 +, Yo -g0 an Po = ( {3)(-* _*)º 

'Y 1- Yo - 9o 
(40) 

These expressions exhibit the standard features of the monetary model with 
a dynamically optimizing representative agent. As they show, in the closed 
economy case, the price level is proportionate to the money supply ( the 
neutrality of money) , and the real wealth level is determined by the domestic 
resources for consumption, fío - 9o-

In the free-trade case, by using (37), we solve the above equilibrium sys
tem (33)-(36) a~d_ ?_~t_aj.IJ _ 

A l A 
w0 = cp · w0 and Po = - · Po , 

cp 

where13 

1 - ~i. (1 + ~º-~º) Po'ií Yo- go 

(41) 

(42) 

13This expression can be obtained by using ,.(t!_/3) = p0cQ and ,,{~--/3) = p0cQ. The 
former exprcssion, for example, can be derived by (33) and (25). 
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Since H0 = Fo = O implies cp = 1, in the absence of initial cross-border 
holdings of nominal assets, a countryn-eal wealth and price level, w0 and 
Po, are equal to those in the autarky case. This shows that, in this case, the 
real wealth is determined only by the domestic factors while the price level 
Po is proportionate to the money supply, M. · ·· 

In the presence of initial cross-border holdings of nominal assets, in gen
eral, cp-/= 1 and cp depends on M* and fío - g0. Therefore, a country's real 
wealt~ is dependent on fóreign factors and different from the real 
wealth level in the closed economy. Moreover, tneprice leve! Po = (1/ cp)p~ 
is no longer proportional to the money sup_ply, M. The coefficient cp, which 
may be ca led the coefficien of interdependence, captmes the extent to which 
real wealth and price levels are señsillvetothe interplay between the initial 
cross-border holdings of nominal assets and domestic and foreign monetary 
policies. 

Similar discussions can be made for country F. The counter-part of (41) 
in country F can be expressed as follows. 

* • - A• * 1 -A• w0 = cp · w and Po = - · Po , 
cp* 

where 

(43) 

(44) 

Since e0 = p0/p'0, the exchange rate in the initial period, eo, can be 
determined as follows. 

cp* Yo - 9o lvt 
eo=- · --- · -

cp Yo - 9o M* ' 
(45) 

This expression captures the way in which the initial cross-border holdings 
of nominal assets separate the period-0 exchange rate e0 from that which 
would hold in their absence, i.e., e0A = ~º-~º • ~'¿_. In particular, e0 >~ e~ if Yo - go ,v, 

and only if cp* / cp 5 l. The domestic country's currency is stronger than that 
which would hold in the absence of cross-border holdings if and only if the 
home country is a net borrower. 
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Remark: In arder to have a well-defined equilibrium, as the above char
acterization shows, <p > O and <p* > O must be guaranteed. It may be 
demonstrated that these conditions are satisfied if and only if 

( 0- :{*) (0• - H;:_) > O, (46) 
PoCo PoCo 

where 0 = - go-&. . and 0* = ~º-~~ -, .14 
Yo - go+Yo - go Yo-go +Yo -go 

RW* 

;l
:F*, - --· 
1 

! 

- - - -' 
' 
' 
' 

\ ' 
\ 1 

\ ' 
- - - l ,, 

1 \ 

- Q - - - - . - 1 • ' ,f 

P E 

' 1 

MM' 

M 

vi.o~----------+--------+----<._-
W* v* x* o w V X Wo 

country F country H 

Figure 1 (H0 < O) 

3.5 D iagrammatic Exposition 

As demonstrated above, money is no longer neutral in the presence of ini
tial cross-border holdings of nominal assets. This is because a change in a 
country's price level facilitates a partial default on the nominal debts denom
inated in that country's currency that were accumulated prior to the initial 

14 1n order to obtain this condition, think of the case in which the two terms on the 
left-hand side of ( 46) are both positive. In that case, since 0 + 0* = 1, 1 - 4 - P:g_c·· > 

POCO o o 
O, which implies cp > O and cp• > O. If, instead, those terms are both negative, then 
1 - 4 - :i. < O, which implies cp > O and cp• > O, again. The converse can also be 

poco Poco 
proved in a similar manner. 
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period. In this subsection, we explain the working of this partial default 
effect diagrammatically. 

The partial default effect of a price change appears th.rough the intertem
poral budget constraint of a country. In order t_~ illustrate this, in Figme 1, 
cmve RvV illustrates the relationship between H's price level p0 and its real 
wealth w0 in the expression for H 's real wealth, (35), for the case of H0 < O. 
That is, by (35); i.e., the RvV cmve is 

R\V: wo = (1 +,) (Ho + F~ +y0 -g0 ). 
Po Po 

Similarly, cmve RvV* illustrates the relationship between H's price level Po 
and F 's real wealth w0 in the expression for country F's real wealth, (36); 
i.e., 

RvV": w~ = (1 +,) (Hº + F~ +~ -%) . 
Po Po 

These curves give the real wealth levels of countries for each given price level 
p0 and, for this reason, are called real wealth loci. 

The fundamental function of initial cross-border holdings of nominal as
sets is captmed by the fact that real wealth loci , RvV and RvV*, are not 
vertical. In the case in which no nominal assets denominated in H's cm
rency are held across the border (i.e., if H0 = O), each country's real wealth 
level is determined independently of H's price leve! p0 . In that case, the real 
wealth loci are vertical lines, as shown in Figure 1. 

If H's cmrency denominated assets are held internationally (i.e., if H0 -:/-

0), the real wealth loci are no longer vertical, i.e., each countris real wealth 
level becomes dependent of H 's price level, as curves RvV and RvV* show. 
This is because an increase in H 's price level facilitates a partial default 
on the initial debts of the country holding initial liabilities denominated in 
H's cmrency. This creates a redistributive effect on real wealth in favor of 
that country. If, for example, country H holds liabilities denominated in H's 
cmrency (i.e., H0 < O), H's price increase facilitates H's partial default on 
its debt and, as a result, redistributes real wealth from F into H. That is, 
as Po increases, H 's real wealth increases along H's real wealth locus, curve 
RvV, and F 's real wealth decreases along that of F, curve RW*. 

Notice that the intertemporal budget loci of countries H and F relate 
their respective wealth levels not to their respective domestic price levels but 
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to the price level of country H. In this way, we can highlight the fact that an 
exogenous change in the home country's price level has a spill-over effect on 
the real variables of a foreign country, if nominal assets denominated in the 
home cunency are held across the border. In other words, as the left-hand 
side panel of Figme 1 shows, a change in p0 áffects foreign real wealth w0. 

Q* 

p* ' - - -----

o v* w* 
w* 

Figure 2 

An equilibrium is determined by an interaction between the intertemporal 
budget constraints, (35) and (36), and the countries' money market clearing 
conditions, (33) and (34). In order to illustrate an equilibrium, in Figure 1, 
cm ve Mi'vI illustrates the relationship between p0 and w0 that satisfies the 
money market clearing condition, (33). That is, cmve MM, which we calla 
money market clearing locus, is 

MM: 
l+ , M 

Wo=---·-
,(l - /3) Po . 

Then, H's equilibrium price level and real wealth level can be captured at 
the intersection between H's real wealth locus, R'N, and its money market 
clearing locus, MM. Moreover, F's real wealth level is determined at the 
intersection between F 's real wealth locus, RvV*, and the horizontal line 
th.rough P. Given its real wealth leve!, country F's price leve! is determined 
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by its money market clearing condition, which is illustrated by the money 
market clearing locus, 

lvHvI* : * 1 +, M* 
Wo = ,( 1 - (3) . Po ' 

in Figme 2. 
It is important to note that Figures 1 and 2 are interrelated since F 's 

price level determined in Figme 2 must be consistent with the positions of 
the vertical asymptotes of cmves RvV and RvV*, which depe11d 011 F's price 
level. This captmes the fact that, if nominal assets denominated in the 
foreign cunency are held across the border as well, the spill-over effect of 
a change in the home country's price level on the foreign country creates a 
feedback effect on the home country. 

4 The Effect of an Unexpected Monetary Shock 

The overall effect of an expected monetary shock in a country can be sepa
ratecl into direct and feedback effects. The direct effect can be decomposed 
into domestic effects and spill-over effects on the foreign country. The over
all effect can be characterized by partially differentiating (41) and (43) with 
respect to /vt. Denote by €woM and €w0M, respectively, the elasticities of equi
librium real wealth levels, w0 and w0, with respect to H's domestic monetary 

l. M th . e 1 Mé)'f Mowt . A yH po 1cy, ; at 1s, 1or examp e, €woM = oM + A , ,. s1nce wo = c.p · w 0 . ,ve 
<(J w 0 Jv1 

adopt similar expressions to describe other elasticities with respect to /vi . 

4.1 Spill-Over Effects and Real Wealth Distribution 

One of the most important features of our model with cross border nominal 
asset holdings is tbat, as explained below, an unexpected monetary shock 
in the home country has a disproportionately large spill-over effect 011 the 
foreign country if the size of the foreign country's real wealth is dispropor
tionately small relative to that of the home country. Therefore, even if a 
monetary policy change has only a minar domestic effect, it has a significant 
impact on a foreign country with a much smaller real wealth. 

This is because the partial default effect of a country's unexpected mone
tary shock gives rise to a reclistribution of real wealth between the countries. 
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That is, by Ho + H0 = F0 + Fó = O, (35) and (36) imply 

wo + wó = ( 1 + , ) (Yo - 9o + ~ - % ) • 

Since this relationship holds for any M and M*, the sum of real wealth 
levels, wo + w0, <loes not respond to any change in a monetary policy factor, 
i.e., the effect of an unexpected monetary shock is pmely redistributive .. In 
consequence, the two countries' elasticities of real wealth with respect to a 
monetary shock must satisfy 

Wo 
éwóM = - ----; · éwoA1· 

Wo 
(47) 

Therefore, even if the domestic effect of a change in a country's monetary 
policy is small, its effect on the foreign country may be significant if the 
home country's real wealth is sufficiently large relative to that of the foreign 
country. 

4.2 Permanent Redistributive Effects 

The second important featme of the effect of a monetary shock in om model 
is that an unexpected monetary shock has a permanent effect. By (28), the 
real interest rate rt <loes not respond to a monetary shock. As a result, by (24) 
and (22), the futme real wealth levels and present and future consumption 
levels of H change at the same rate as the real wealth level in the initial 
period, i.e., 

éwu 'v1 = é c1M = é wo,'v1 for t = O, 1, ... 

Since a similar relationship holds for country F, by ( 4 7), it holds that 

Wo 
é w• M = éc•M = -- · éwoM for t = O, 1, ... 

t t wó 

(48) 

(49) 

The changes in real wealth levels affect the price levels of the respective 
countries. In the initial period, it follows from (33) and (34) that 

Wo 
é p0 M = 1 - é w0 M and é p• M = -. · é wo,'v1 · 

o Wo (50) 

Since the foreign monetary policy, { !vl{ } , is kept unchanged, the effect 

on the foreign price level <loes not depend on time either; i .e., since the 
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counterpart of (30) for F implies that 8; is kept unchanged) that of (31) 
implies 

Wo 
ép• /v1 = - . éwo/vl for t = l , 2, ... 

t Wo (51) 

In contrast, the effect on H )s future price path depends on the way in which 
H's money supply, { i\lll} , will be changed in the futme, as seen in the 
previous section. 

4.3 Direct Effect: a Diagrammatic Exposition 

In the real world, the nominal assets that are held internationally are denom
inated primarily in the U.S. dollar. Given this fact) it is of primary interest 
to investigate the case in which the initial cross-border nominal assets are 
denominated only in one of the two currencies. For this purpose) in this sub
section: we first focus on the case of Fó = O. In this case, as is shown in the 
equilibrium system developed in the previous section, a change in country 
F 's price level creates no redistributive effect. Therefore) given F0 = O, it 
suffices to focus on the case in which an unexpected monetary shock occurs 
in country H. 

It follows from (41) and (42) that 

(52) 

As this expression demonstrates) the direct effect depends on the sign pattern 
of initial cross-border holding. vVe first focus on the case in which the country 
that changes its monetary policy (H) has liabilities denominated in its own 
currency (H0 < O). 

Case of H0 < O: In this case) by (52), é·woivt > O. This demonstrates 
that the direct effect of a country's unexpected monetary expansion tencls 
to increase that country's real wealth if the country has initial liabilities de
nominated in its own currency. The associated adjustments in international 
allocation and prices are illustrated in Figure l. An unexpected monetary ex
pansion of country H shifts H's money market clearing locus MM upwarcls) 
say to curve MM'. As Figme 1 shows, the excess supply of money created 
by this monetary expansion will be absorbed by an increase in H)s price 
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level (from P to Q). Since H has initial liabilities denominated in its own 
cmrency, this price increase entails a partial default on those liabilities. In 
consequence, real wealth is redistriputed in favor of H; i.e., in Figure 1, H's 
real wealth increases from W to V along curve RW while F's real wealth 
decreases from vV* to V* along curve RW*. Thís change will raise F's price 
level P* to Q* along F 's money market clearing locus t'i!M* in Figure l. In 
terms of elasticities, these responses can be summarized as follows. 

if H0 < O. (53) 

Since the exchange rate is e0 = p0/p0, the effect on the exchange rate can be 
characterized by 

(54) 

This demonstrates that an unexpected monetary expansion of the home coun
try may not depreciate that country's exchange rate if the home country holds 
nominal liabilities denominated in its own currency. In that case, as shown 
above, a monetary expansion may raise the foreign price level at a larger 
rate than the domestic price level if the home country's real wealth is suffi
ciently large relative to that of the foreign country. In that case, a domestic 
monetary expansion leads to an appreciation of the domestic cmrency. 
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RW* 

w· v· 

. - - Q 

o wv 

Figure 3 (H0 >O) 

MM' 

MM 

Case of Ho > O : In this case, as (52) shows, the sign of éwolvt is not de
termined by that of H0 . Given F0 = F0 = O, however, condition (46), which 
guarantees the existence of an equilibrium, implies ,::& < 0• < l. Thus, by 
(52), éwoM < O. This demonstrates that the direct effect of a country's un
expected monetary expansion tends to decrease that country's real wealth if 
the country has initia l credits denominated in its own currency. The associ
ated adjustments are illustrated in Figure 3. That is, country H 's monetary 
expansion will raise the domestic price level (from Q to P in Figme 3) at a 
rate larger than the rate of monetary expansion. This price increase entails a 
partial default on the initial liabilities of F, thereby redistributing real wealth 
in favor of F. In consequence, H 's real wealth falls from V to vV while F's 
real wealth increases from V* to W* in Figure 3. The real wealth increase in 
F will reduce the price level of F along the MM* curve. In elasticity terms: 
these responses can be summarized as follows. 

if Ho > O. (55) 

Country H's exchange rate depreciates by more than the rate of price increase 
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in H; i.e., 

éeoM = 1 - (1 + Wo )éwoM > éPOM if Ho > O. 
w* o 

4.4 Overall Effects 

(56) 

Given that, in the real world, cross-border nominal assets are denominated 
primarily in the U.S. dollar, the case of H0 -/= O and F0 -/= O is of less practica! 
importance than that in which either Fó = O or H0 = O holds. However, it 
is not ignorable that bonds denominated in other major currencies than the 
U.S. dollar are also held internationally. For this reason, it is desirable to 
briefly examine the case of H0 -/= O and F0 -/= O. 

As pointed out above, if H0 =/. O and Fó -/= O, then the foreign price 
change that is caused by the direct redistributive effect of an unexpected 
monetary shock in the home country creates a feedback effect, which further 
redistributes real wealth between the countries. The overall effect resulting 
from these effects, direct and feedback, is fairly complicated, as captured by 
the following expressions. 

(57) 

and 

(58) 

These expressions demonstrate that the feedback effect does not outweigh 
the direct effect if and only if 

Ho Fó 
-:::;- + *~* < l. 
Poco Poco 

(59) 

In other words, if and only if (59) holds, the results summarized by (53) 
and (55) remain to hold, even if F0 =/. 0. 15 Conclition (59) reveals that the 
feedback effect does not outweigh the direct effect if the volume of initial 

15Given (59), (46) implies :"i. < e• and H2, < 0, since 0 > O and 0* > O satisf)• 
Poco Po•Co 

0 + e• = l. These inequalities imply that (53) and (55) hold. 
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cross-border nominal assets, H0 and Fó, is suffi.ciently small relative to the 
present values of resources for consumption, p0c0 and p0~ .16 Real world 
evidence suggests that it is reasonable to assume that this condition, (59), is 
satisfied. 

vVhether or not the feedback effect augments· the direct effect depends on 
patterns of cross-border holdings of nominal assets denominated in the two 
currencies. For the salce of discussion, take the case in which each country 
has the same net position 011 one country's currency denominated assets as 
on the other currency denominated assets (i.e., H0F0 = -H0F0 > O). In this 
case: (57) and (58) demonstrate that the effect that a country's unexpected 
monetary shock creates is augmented by the feedback effect if that country 
has initial nominal liabilities (i. e., H0 < O and F0 > O). If, instead , the 
couutry has initial nominal credits (i.e., H0 > O and F0 < O) , the feedback 
effect weakens the direct effect. 

Another important implication that (57) has is that a country's mone
tary policy change has no redistributive effect unless that country's currency 
denominated assets are held across the border. That is, if H0 = O, Ewolvt = O. 
However, as the above discussion indicates, if a country's currency denom
inated assets are held across the border in small volume, the effect of the 
country's monetary policy change may sometimes be augmented by a rel
atively large feedback effect created by the existence of a large volume of 
initial cross-border nominal assets denominated in foreign currencies. 

16If condition (59) is not satisfied, an unexpected monetary shock can have ali sorts of 
pcrvcrse cffects on real wealth and price levels. The table below, for example, summarizes 
thc relationship between parameter values and effects on the doemstic real wealth and 
pricc levels. Although those perverse effects are of theoretical interest, they may have 
littlc practica! relevance becausc, in the real world, it appears unlikely that the volume 
of cross-border nominal assets is so large relative to the present value of conswnption so 
that condit ion (59) fails to hold. 

Domestic Price Effect (PE) and Wealth Effect (WE) 

Fo 8 
p~c~ < e < ~i. < 1 

PnCn 
1 ..!:j¡_ < p~c~ 

4 < 8· Normal PE No Equilibrium No Equilibrium 
poco Normal WE 

4 > e· No Equilibrium Pcrverse PE Normal PE 
poco Pervcrse vVE Perverse vVE 
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5 Summary of Results and Real World Implications 

In this study, we have analyzed the role of initial cross-border holdings of 
nominal assets in the determination of an equilibrium and the effect of an 
unexpected monetary shock in the presence of such assets. For this pmpose, 
we have adopted the standard monetary model with two countries each of 
which is represented by a representative dynamically optimizing agent. Here, 
we first summarize the main findings from om· analysis and then discuss sorne 
real world interpretations of our results. 

l. The presence of initial cross-border holdings of nominal assets causes 
the neutrality of money to break clown even in a standard monetary model 
in which money would otherwise be neutral. If cross-border nominal assets 
are held across borders, both real and nominal variables of countries be
come dependent on one another's foreign factors, in particular, their foreign 
monetary policies. 

2. An unexpected change in a country's monetary policy has a redistrib
utive effect on real wealth between that country and the rest of the world if 
nominal assets denominated in a country's currency are initially held across 
the border. This redistributive effect is a consequence of the fact that a 
rise in that country's price level facilitates a partial default on initial nomi
nal debts denominated in that country's currency. Given the intertemporal 
optimization of agents, the redistribution of real wealth can be expected to 
have permanent effects. Our model is designed to captme those permanent 
effects. 

3. If the initial cross-border assets are denominated only in the home 
country's currency, the home country's unexpected monetary expansion re
distributes real wealth in favor of the country that holds initial liabilities 
denominated in the home currency. The home country's price level increases 
unambiguously. If the home country holds initial liabilities, however, the 
home country's price level <loes not rise at the same rate as the rate of mon
etary expansion while the foreign country's price level rises. If, instead, the 
foreign country holds initial liabilities, the home country's price level rises at 
a rate higher than the rate of monetary expansion while the foreign country's 
price level falls. 
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4. The magnitude of a spill-over effect on foreign real wealth and price 
levels depends positively on the relative size between domestic and foreign 
real wealth. If the domestic real wealth is disproportionately larger than the 
foreign real wealth, a monetary shock that has only a minor domestic effect 
has a significant effect on the foreign real weálth and price levels. 

5. This disproportionate effect can cause several perverse responses of 
the exchange rate to an unexpected monetary shock. That is, if the foreign 
country's real wealth is disproportionately smaller than that of the home 
country, and if the home country has initial liabilities denominated in the 
home currency, the home country's monetary expansion may cause an ap
preciation, rather than a depreciation, of the home currency due to a large 
price increase in the foreign country. If, instead, the foreign country has 
liabilities denominated in the home currency, the foreign exchange rate may 
appreciate at a rate significantly larger than the rate of monetary expansion. 

6. If not only domestic currency denominated bonds but also foreign 
currency denominated bonds are held across the border, the spill-over effect 
of a domestic monetary policy change can create a feedback effect on domestic 
variables. This is because the spill-over effect on the foreign price level creates 
another redistributive effect of real wealth dueto the existence of cross-border 
assets denominated in the foreign currency. The feedback effect: however, 
<loes not outweigh the dil'ect effect so long as the sum of the ratios between 
the initial nominal asset denominated in one country's currency and the 
present value of that country's consumptions for the countries is less than 
one, i.e. Ho/poco + Fó /Po2'ó < l. 

One should be careful in using our results for explaining actual macro
economic phenomena due to the simplicity of our model. Nevertheless, our 
results shed light on several real world phenomena, which have not been fully 
understood in the literature. 

5.1 The Plaza Accord 

In the mid 1980's, in the agreement known as the Plaza Accord, the G7 
countries agreed to reduce the value of the US dollar vis a vis the rest of 
the G7 currencies. Within the G7 countries, the US is a net debtor and, by 
and large, its debt is denominated in US dollars. By identifying country H 
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with the US and country F with the other G7 countries, we may analyze the 
possible effect that the Plaza Accord might have had. 

Since eo = p0 /p0, any exchange rate target can be implemented by means 
of either domestic or foreign monetary policy. If {1 + ~ )t:-woM < 1, by (54), 

. •. o 
country H can depreciate its own cmrency, i .e., increase e0 , by expanding its 
money supply. In order to implement this policy, in om model, country H 
must increase M. Since H0 < O and Fó = O, (57) implies 

< l. 

Therefore, H's monetary expansion increases its own real wealth unambigu
ously while it decreases that of F by E'w• M = - ~E'woM · This redistribution 

O Wo 

of real wealth implies that consumption will increase in country H and fall 
in country F, shifting the home country's trade balance in the deficit direc
tion not only in the present period but also in each future period. Thus, 
our model offers a potential explanation for the lack of responsiveness of the 
US trade deficit to the depreciation of the US dallar that followed the Plaza 
accord. 

5.2 The Spillover Effect on Highly lndebted Develop-
ing Countries. 

Many countries in Africa and Latin American have large foreign debts that 
are mostly denominated in US Dollars and, therefore, these economies are 
sensitive to US monetary policy17. Moreover, given the large disparity in 
the real wealth of the U.S. relative to these countries, the spillover effect of 
US policies on highly indebted developing economies can be quite large. In 
order to analyze sucb a case, we may think of country Fas a highly indebted 
developing country and country H as the US. 

If H0 > O and Fo = O, the effect of the home country's monetary policy 
on the foreign country's wealth are given by t he equation 

JfsL 
wo Wo JJOco 

é'wó}vt = --;E:woM = -; l ..!f.o_ > Ü. 
Wo Wo - -

})OC() 

17Strictly speaking, wc should not consider the US, but a weighted average of lenders, 
as the home country. For simplicity we assume that the US is a representative lender. 
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The possible magnitude of the spillover effect of US monetary policy on de
veloping countries can be illustrated by re-writing this equation in terms of 
readily available data. To this end, assume that the rate of growth of in
come is constant and government expenditme in both countries is a constant 
fraction of output, 1 - ,,\, Then the real intérest rate will be constant and 
ca = AYo/r. In addition, let µ be the average US future rate of money growth 
and wTite M as M = ivl:_1 (1 + µ - /3). Then, the elasticity of per capita 
wealth in a country with US Dollar denominated liabilities with respect to 
the rate of growth of the US money supply is 

N* Debt ( µ ) 
Cwoµ = -r N /\ GDP* 1 + µ - /3 . 

For illustrative pmposes, assume government expenditures equal to 10% 
of output, a real interest rate of 3%, a ratio of populations equal of 1.74 
(this corresponds to the populations of the US and Latin America) and a 
discount factor /3 = .97. Then, for a debt/income ratio of 60% and a US 
rate of gTmvth of the money supply equal to 10%, éw0µ equals -0.027. An 
uneipected permanent fall in the rate of growth of the US money supply from 
10% to 5% per year induces foreign consumption to fall by 1.3% permanently. 
Moreover, if the ratio between the home and foreign income is 5 (again, this 
corresponds to the incomes of the US and Latin America), due to the per 
capita wealth disparity, the permanent fall in foreign wealth of 1.3% amounts 
to only 0.15% of US wealth. 
Appendix 

Derivation of (29): In order to derive this expression, let /J,t = 1Vft+1 /iv!t 

l, and recall bt = 1 - -.EL 1+
1 

. It follows from these definitions that 
Pt+l rt 

1 1 111-t+L 
Ót = 1- - - · - - , --. 

1 + /J,t 1 + Tt 111-t 

By using this expression: together with (22) and (24) , (23) can be written as 

1 1 
111-t - -- · - - · 111-t+i = ,et. 

1 + /J,t l + Tt 

Thus, inductively, 

1 ) 
1 + Tt+s 

111-t+T 
T - 1 s-1 ( l l ) - , L I1 --- · --- Ct+s 
s=O j =O 1 + /J,t+s 1 + Tt+s 
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T-1 s-1 ( l ) 
- "fCt ~ (Js }] 1 + /1,t+s 

- . 'Y ( 1 - {J) Wt I: (3s fi ( 1 ) . 
1 + 'Y s=O j=O 1 + f-lt+s 

Therefore, if rr=o1 (-1+ l ) is uniformly bounded in s, the expression fol-
J- µt+• 

lows if the transversality condition limT---+oo n~: 0
1 

l+~t+• 711-t+T = Ü is satisfied. 
Consumer optimization implies 

lim IT ( 1 ) At+T+L = lim IT ( 1 ) A:+r+1 = O. 
T---+oo s=O 1 + rt+s Pt+T+l T---+oo s=O 1 + 1't+s P;+T+l 

Since At+T+t and A¡+r+i can be re-written as 
Pt+T+L Pt+T+L 

At+T+l 

Pt+T+I 

A;+T+l 

Pt+T+I 

where bm = Bm!Pt and bFt = BFT/P; , the transversality conditions on At 
and A; are equivalent to 

Adding these last two equations and using the bond market equilibrium con
dition yields 

- lim íl ( l ) · 
T-+oo s=O 1 + 1't+s 

[ ( Dt+T711-t+T + ó;+rm:+r) + 

(b9Ht+T + ~t+T) + ( º't+T + b9;t+T)] · 
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